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The long-ranged nature of the Coulomb potential requires a proper accounting for the influence of even
distant electrostatic boundaries in the determination of the solvation free energy of a charged solute. We
introduce an exact rewriting of the free energy change upon charging a solute that explicitly isolates the
contribution from these boundaries and quantifies the impact of the different boundaries on the free energy.
We demonstrate the importance and advantages of appropriately referencing the electrostatic potential to that
of the vacuum through the study of several simple model charge distributions, for which we can isolate an
analytic contribution from the boundaries that can be readily evaluated in computer simulations of molecular
systems. Finally, we highlight that the constant potential of the bulk dielectric phase — the Bethe potential
— cannot contribute to the solvation thermodynamics of a single charged solute when the charge distributions
of the solvent and solute do not overlap in relevant configurations. But when the charge distribution of a
single solute can overlap with the intramolecular charge distribution of solvent molecules, as is the case in
electron holography, for example, the Bethe potential is needed when comparing to experiment. Our work
may also provide insight into the validity of “extra thermodynamic assumptions” traditionally made during
the experimental determination of single ion solvation free energies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The solvation of ions and other charged particles is of
fundamental importance in chemical and biological pro-
cesses, often influencing the solvation, self-assembly, and
chemistry of macromolecules and materials1–12. How-
ever, the long-ranged nature of electrostatic interactions
requires properly accounting for the influence of even dis-
tant boundaries, and their possible contributions to sol-
vation thermodynamic properties has long been a source
of contention 13–32.
Contributions from distant boundaries to the free en-
ergy of charging a solute are linear in the charge of
the solute, Q, such that these terms cancel for neu-
tral ion combinations. Thus, distant boundaries have
no influence on most experimental solubility measure-
ments, and more generally on solutions that satisfy elec-
troneutrality. However, system boundaries do need to
be properly taken into account when decomposing ex-
perimental free energies into ion-specific components, as
well as in the computation of single ion solvation free
energies22,24,25,27,33–38, where differing empirical “extra-
thermodynamic” assumptions are often introduced.
Early work identified the importance of electrostatic
potential differences across phase boundaries in solvation
thermodynamics17, and pioneering studies on ion solva-
tion showed that the asymmetry of aqueous ion solva-
tion — anions are more favorably hydrated than cations
— arises from a non-zero electrostatic potential inside
uncharged solute cores18,46,60. As we discuss through-
out this work, the potential difference across a solute
a)rremsing@temple.edu
b)jdw@umd.edu
core, and any physical boundary in general, consists of a
structural component, as well as a constant electrostatic
potential of the bulk phase, the so-called Bethe poten-
tial13–15. Many of these studies recognized the impor-
tance of referencing appropriately to the bulk18,46,60, re-
moving the Bethe potential contribution through the use
of Ewald summation to compute the potential14. How-
ever, most of these studies did not include a descrip-
tion of distant boundaries, such that electrostatic poten-
tials inside the cavity were not referenced to vacuum,
and yielded potentials that were opposite in sign to the
expected value; positive instead of negative for SPC/E
water, for example46,60. Recent work has clarified this
issue and we believe the community is coming to a con-
sensus regarding the impact of distant boundaries, such
that their effects need to be included to yield accurate
single ion thermodynamics19–22,24–27,33–38,57.
In this work, we use a combination of molecular simu-
lation and analytic models to isolate and directly focus on
contributions from distant boundaries or different bound-
ary conditions affecting the free energy of charging an
ionic solute in typical classical solvent models with point
charges embedded in repulsive molecular cores, studying
in particular the influence of the Bethe potential13–15.
We start from an exact decomposition of the charging
free energy into preexisting boundary terms, where sol-
vent perturbations exist independent of the ion charge,
and terms arising from local structural perturbations in-
duced by the ion charge. We discuss three particularly
relevant classes of distant boundaries to be considered in
molecular simulations: i) site-based periodic boundaries,
ii) a new class of hypothetical boundaries especially use-
ful for determining the Bethe potential, which we refer to
as Bethe boundaries, and iii) realistic structural bound-
aries, such as repulsive walls or liquid-vapor interfaces.
By focusing on the structural origins of potential differ-
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2ences arising from distant boundaries, instead of just the
potentials themselves, we hope to clarify subtleties that
can arise in the computation of ionic charging free ener-
gies.
As in earlier work39, we first study the charging free
energy of a Gaussian charge distribution, where the to-
tal ion charge Q is smeared out as a Gaussian on a
molecular length scale. This model ionic charge distri-
bution can overlap with the point charges in nearby sol-
vent molecules, but the solvent responds linearly to the
smeared Gaussian charge to a very good approximation.
This linear response allows us to compute simple but very
accurate analytic expressions for the charging free energy
of Gaussian charges in dielectric solvents for each class of
distant boundary conditions, illustrating their different
effects. The additional contributions arising from local
electrostatic boundaries induced by repulsive molecular
cores in realistic ion models will be discussed later.
Physically, Gaussian charges may serve as idealized
models for the solvation thermodynamics of quantum
charge distributions, such as electrons, that can probe
intramolecular charge distributions in molecular sys-
tems34,40–44. For this class of solute models, in which
the charge density of the solute and solvent can overlap,
the Bethe potential can indeed contribute to solvation
thermodynamics.
In contrast, most realistic molecular ion models have a
point charge embedded within an excluded volume core
that prevents significant overlap of the ion charge dis-
tribution with that of the solvent molecules. For such
models, we show that the solvation free energies of single
ions are independent of the constant Bethe potential. We
further emphasize this point through the study of atom-
istic models with smeared intramolecular charge distri-
butions, where there is a complete decoupling of changes
in the intermolecular interactions and the Bethe poten-
tial. We then conclude with a discussion of the impact
of our models for understanding boundary effects in the
estimation of ion solvation thermodynamics for realistic
systems.
II. SEPARATING DISTANT BOUNDARIES FROM
LOCAL SOLVATION
The thermodynamic implications of distant boundaries
can be extracted from an exact formulation39 of the total
free energy change generated by a modified solute-solvent
Coulomb interaction energy Ψλ(R) in the system Hamil-
tonian between a partially charged model ion with charge
λQ and the solvent with NC full charges at sites ri(R)
in a configuration R given by
Ψλ(R) =
∫
dr
∫
dr′
ρQλ (r
′)ρq(r;R)
|r− r′| (1)
as the linear coupling parameter λ is varied between zero
and one. Here
ρq(r;R) =
NC∑
i=1
qiδ(r− ri(R)) (2)
is the configurational charge density of the solvent, de-
noted by the superscript q. We focus on model ion charge
distributions given by
ρQλ (r) = λQρG(r; l), (3)
where ρG(r; l) is a normalized Gaussian distribution with
width l,
ρG(r; l) ≡ 1
l3pi3/2
e−r
2/l2 . (4)
In the smeared Gaussian charge model discussed below,
l is a molecular length scale; the usual δ-function point
charge model arises in the limit as l → 0. Note that
Ψλ(R) is the only term in the solute-solvent Hamiltonian
that depends explicitly on λ.
Following standard coupling parameter methods we
differentiate the partition function determining the free
energy Gcλ(Q) of the partially coupled system with re-
spect to λ and integrate over λ. This gives an ex-
act expression for the charging free energy ∆Gc(Q) =
Gc1(Q)−Gc0(Q) that has an especially simple form when
written in terms of the well-defined solute and solvent
charge distributions:
∆Gc(Q) =
∫ 1
0
dλ
∫
dr
∫
dr′
ρQ(r′)ρqλ(r)
|r− r′| . (5)
Here
ρqλ(r) =
〈
ρq(r;R)
〉
λ
(6)
is the charge density of the solvent, where 〈· · · 〉λ denotes
a normalized ensemble average in state λ, and ρQ(r′) =
ρQλ=1(r
′) is the charge density of the fully charged solute.
Consistent with Green’s reciprocity relation45,
∆Gc(Q) can be written in two mathematically equiv-
alent forms involving the solute or solvent electrostatic
potential, as used in earlier work, but each expression
suggests different procedures for their evaluation in the-
ory and molecular simulations. Most earlier work18,23,46
considered the λ-averaged electrostatic potential of the
solvent
vq(r′) =
∫ 1
0
dλvqλ(r
′) =
∫ 1
0
dλ
∫
dr
ρqλ(r)
|r− r′| , (7)
and the case where the solute charge density is a point
charge ρQ(r′) = Qδ(r′), embedded within an excluded
volume core at the origin. Eq. 5 then gives
∆Gc(Q) = Qvq(0). (8)
3However, despite its simple form requiring only the
value of the solvent electrostatic potential at the center
of the ion core, this expression can cause confusion re-
garding the influence of boundaries, because, unlike the
solvent charge density, the solvent electrostatic poten-
tial is not defined until boundary conditions are spec-
ified14,15,47–49. These boundary terms appear only im-
plicitly in Eq. 8 and typically lead to constant shifts in
the electrostatic potential that can significantly alter the
value of vq(0) and the resulting charging free energy.
As in our previous work39 we consider Gaussian as well
as point charge distributions and analyze instead the al-
ternative form of Eq. 5 that relates the well-defined solute
electrostatic potential
vQ(r) =
∫
dr′
ρQ(r′)
|r− r′| , (9)
to the solvent charge density. In this rewriting of Eq. 5
solvent boundary perturbation terms appear explicitly
and can be readily identified and analyzed:
∆Gc(Q) =
∫
drvQ(r)
∫ 1
0
dλ∆ρqλ(r) +
∫
drvQ(r)ρq0(r)
(10)
≡ ∆GcIS(Q) + ∆GcPB(Q). (11)
Here ∆ρqλ(r) = ρ
q
λ(r)− ρq0(r).
The first term in Eq. 11, ∆GcIS(Q), corresponds to the
portion of the charging free energy that arises from in-
duced structural changes in the solvent generated by the
charging process, as emphasized in previous work33,39,50.
In this paper, we focus on the second component of the
charging free energy, ∆GcPB(Q) given by the last term in
Eq. 10. This part of the free energy arises from preex-
isting boundaries in the system that lead to electrostatic
inhomogeneities even in the absence of any solute charge;
hence, it involves ρq0(r).
When a boundary is very far from the solute, the
nonuniform structure near the boundary is unaffected by
the solute charging process, and the thermodynamic im-
pact of the boundary is restricted to ∆GcPB(Q). Much of
our discussion will concentrate on such preexisting dis-
tant boundaries. However, nonuniformities are also in-
duced by realistic solute cores even in the absence of a
charge, and these local boundaries will influence both
∆GcIS(Q) and ∆G
c
PB(Q). Solute core boundaries are
present in physical models of ions, and we will discuss
the influence of such boundaries when appropriate.
III. TYPES OF SYSTEM BOUNDARIES
We group the distant system boundaries into three
classes, accessible in computer simulations, in order to
best illustrate their relative roles in solvation thermody-
namics.
A. Site-Based Periodic Boundaries
The first class of boundaries that we consider are pe-
riodic boundary conditions defined according to atomic
sites (PBCs), which are typically used in molecular sim-
ulation51. We consider a periodic array of cubic sim-
ulation cells of length L, to mimic an infinite system.
The periodicity is defined on an intramolecular site ba-
sis, such that a single site crossing the boundary moves
to the other side of the simulation cell. In the notation of
Hu¨nenberger and others, this is referred to as “P-type”
periodic boundaries18,27,35–38,52–55. This is in contrast
to “M-type” periodic boundaries, which are defined on
a molecular basis. These keep molecules intact within
the simulation cell18,27,35–38,52–55 and are typically only
useful for small molecules. An infinite system, as often
considered in dielectric continuum theories, is obtained
in the limit L→∞.
Site-based PBCs have an almost trivial impact on ther-
modynamics since they make no contribution to ρq0(r).
Periodic boundaries result in an ionic charging free en-
ergy that arises purely from local structural perturba-
tions, both charging induced, ∆GcIS, and from any local
core contributions to ρq0(r) that may contribute to ∆G
c
PB.
Note that PBCs may lead to additional finite size effects
on ∆GcIS that have been discussed throughout the liter-
ature50,53,56,57, and we ignore these well understood cor-
rections.
B. Bethe Boundaries
The second class of boundaries is also hypothetical,
and can be used as a tool in computer simulations to
calculate the average potential, vqB, of a bulk dielectric
phase relative to the vacuum from structural considera-
tions alone, termed the Bethe potential.
The original development of the Bethe potential was
concerned with finding the mean inner potential at the
center of an infinite crystal lattice13,14. Additional work
on this issue led to the insight that the potential of a
bulk phase is arbitrary until boundary conditions are de-
fined14,15,34,47–49. If an ideal bulk phase is defined as the
L → ∞ limit of site-based PBCs, the limiting potential
of the bulk phase is zero. However, real systems are con-
fined within a finite volume defined by a set of boundaries
whose effects must be considered.
We define the Bethe boundary to act on a specific
molecular coordinate, such as the center of mass or an
atomic position. Here, we focus on the oxygen atom of a
water molecule. When the oxygen site of a molecule in a
particular configuration is outside this idealized bound-
ary in a molecular simulation, the molecule’s contribution
to the number density of the solvent is set to zero. Sol-
vent molecules within the boundary remain intact and
feel the same intermolecular forces as if the boundary
were not there. Thus, the average density of the solvent
changes in a step function manner across the boundary
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic depiction of carving a hypothetical (Bethe) droplet of neutral molecular charge densities out of a
configuration of bulk water. The artificial droplet boundary is chosen to have a radius of 15 A˚ (blue dashed line), beyond
which water molecules are omitted from the calculation of electrostatic properties. Here, this boundary is defined according to
the oxygen site of the water molecule and bonds are not broken; an intact water molecule is within the droplet if its oxygen
site is within the boundary, and it is removed from consideration otherwise. (b) Schematic illustration of carving out a Bethe
droplet of radius 15 A˚ in a system with a hard sphere-like solute (blue surface) with a water-excluded radius (RHS) of roughly
5 A˚ centered at the origin. Lower panels show the resulting (c) oxygen and hydrogen densities, with ρH(r) scaled by a factor
of two, (d) charge densities, and (e) electrostatic potentials determined by integrating Poisson’s equation. The potential vqB
obtained from Equation 13 is also shown as a dashed line. Simulation details can be found in our previous work33.
from ρB to zero, in close analogy to the concept of a
Gibbs dividing surface in interfacial physics where a uni-
form bulk is supposed to extend unchanged up to the
dividing surface58.
We choose a spherical droplet boundary for simplicity,
analogous to what is often imagined in classical electro-
static discussions of dielectric media45,59. Here the aver-
age potential is one-dimensional by symmetry – but one
could alternatively consider Bethe cubic, monoclinic, and
other cells13–15. The process for computing the Bethe po-
tential in this manner is illustrated in Figure 1a,b. There,
we show snapshots from simulations of water in (a) the
bulk and (b) with a hard sphere-like solute at the ori-
gin (blue surface) and illustrate the process of carving
out a hypothetical spherical droplet in each configuration
to obtain averages. The change in the average electro-
static potential across this boundary is the Bethe poten-
tial. Therefore, we refer to this class of boundaries as
Bethe boundaries. Despite the spherical geometry of the
boundary shown in Figure 1, there is no curvature depen-
dence to the potential difference across a Bethe boundary,
because the solvent does not respond to its presence. A
physical boundary will indeed display a curvature depen-
dence in the potential difference across it61.
Because the Bethe boundary is defined to act on oxy-
gen atoms and maintains neutral molecules within the
droplet, the resulting nonuniform oxygen density, ρO(r),
is a step function at the Bethe boundary in both systems,
Figure 1c. The hydrogen density, ρH(r), smoothly tran-
sitions from the bulk to zero across the boundary over a
distance of 2rOH, where rOH is the O-H bond length. The
resulting differences in the oxygen and hydrogen densities
create a non-zero charge density, ρq(r), in the vicinity of
the boundary, Figure 1d.
Around a spherical nonpolar solute that excludes water
from a radius of roughly 5 A˚, a small fraction of hydrogen
bonds are broken at the surface (roughly 3.6/molecule in
bulk to 3.2/molecule). Water molecules reorient to point
the resulting free OH groups toward the solute surface.
In addition to the layering of water at the surface, this
reorientation results in non-trivial density correlations
near the solute due to interfacial structural response, Fig-
ure 1c. Structural ordering at the surface of a solute re-
sults in additional oscillations of the charge density near
the solute surface, as shown in Figure 1d.
Once this droplet is defined, Poisson’s equation is inte-
grated to yield the electrostatic potential in configuration
R with respect to the vacuum45,59,
vq(r;R) =
∫ ∞
r
dr′
r′2
∫ r′
0
dr′′r′′2ρq(r;R) (12)
where the configurational potential is referenced to zero
5in the vacuum region located at r  rc. The average elec-
trostatic potential is then obtained as the ensemble av-
erage over configurations. The average potential is equal
to vqB within the bulk and equal to zero well outside the
Bethe boundary. This allows for the determination of vqB
as the difference in the electrostatic potential between
these two limits, Figure 1e. This method of determining〈
vq(r;R)
〉
λ
explicitly references the average electrostatic
potential to its value in vacuum, but in contrast to ear-
lier work does not require the presence of a physical phase
boundary during the simulation22,27,33,34,38.
This approach can readily be extended to determine
electrostatic potentials in nonuniform systems. Indeed,
the potential determined in the presence of a cavity, also
shown in Figure 1e, yields vqB as the potential in the
bulk phase and also allows for the estimation of ∆vqC, the
change in the electrostatic potential due to the presence
of the cavity, also appropriately referenced to vacuum.
This cavity potential depends on both the size of the so-
lute core and the model of water used in a non-trivial
manner33,60, but the general Bethe boundary formalism
is not limited to any particular solute or solvent interac-
tion potential.
With the implicit assumption of Bethe boundaries, ear-
lier work has shown that the Bethe potential for rigid
molecular models can be written as16,17,20,33
vqB = −
4pi
3
ρB Tr {Qmol} , (13)
where ρB is the bulk density and Tr {Qmol} is the trace
of the primitive quadrupole tensor of a single molecule,
Qmol. More complex expressions must be used for models
whose charge distribution can fluctuate33,34. The value
of the Bethe potential determined from Eq. 13 for SPC/E
water is shown as a dashed line in Fig. 1e and agrees with
that predicted from the Bethe droplet approach.
Equation 13 and its generalizations33,34 illustrate that
the Bethe potential is tied to the trace of the quadrupole
moment (or spherical second moment) of polar molecules.
Our Bethe droplet approach offers an equivalent but al-
ternative structural perspective to build intuition about
the electrostatics of dielectric media. Here the Bethe po-
tential is shown to arise from the molecular structure and
non-zero charge density at a Bethe boundary.
We conclude this section by noting that the Bethe po-
tential of dipolar molecules is well known to depend on
the choice of molecular center27,52,55. In our approach,
this center-dependence immediately manifests itself in
the structure of the nonuniform charge density induced
near a Bethe boundary. As an example, consider defining
the Bethe boundary for water to act on hydrogen sites,
instead of the oxygen site as used above. The oxygen
sites can penetrate the boundary, instead of hydrogen.
The resulting charge density will be negative outside of
the boundary, inverting the Bethe potential.
In contrast, quadrupolar molecules, such as a rigid
model of methane (CH4), do not show such a site depen-
dence, because of their molecular symmetry20. In this
case, a Bethe boundary located at r that acts on H, is
equivalent to placing a Bethe boundary that acts on C
at r − rCH, where rCH is the C-H bond length.
C. Distant Structural Boundaries
The final class of boundaries we consider are distant
structural boundaries, which arise from physical inter-
faces present in the system that are far from the solute in
the context of bulk solvation. These boundaries separate
the solvent from a true vacuum. In the case of water at
ambient conditions, the vacuum is often approximated
by the low-density vapor phase, such that the distant
boundary is an aqueous liquid-vapor interface. In situa-
tions where the vacuum is not well approximated within
a molecular simulation by the vapor phase, which may
have its own Bethe potential, hard walls can be used
to create a distant structural boundary between vacuum
and the liquid or vapor phase.
The solvent can respond to the presence of dis-
tant structural boundaries, creating structural inhomo-
geneities. Such structural perturbations lead to non-
trivial density and charge density correlations near the
boundary. These correlations generate a non-zero elec-
trostatic potential difference across the boundary.
Creating a physical interface can be imagined as a two-
step process. In the first step, we create an ideal Bethe
boundary at the desired location of the physical interface.
This boundary creates a potential difference of vqB. In the
second step, the physical interface is created by introduc-
ing any walls and/or external potentials and allowing the
Bethe boundary configurations to relax at the interface,
for example, by reorientation of solvent molecules. The
solvent response involved in this second step modifies the
electrostatic potential difference across the boundary by
an amount ∆vqD. Thus, the total electrostatic potential
difference across a physical, structural boundary is
∆vq = vqB + ∆v
q
D. (14)
For rigid, and non-polarizable molecules, such as the ex-
tended simple point charge (SPC/E) model of water,
∆vqD across a planar interface is exclusively due to molec-
ular dipoles16,17,61,62, hence the subscript D, which will
depend on the choice of molecular center used to bin the
dipole or polarization density underlying its computa-
tion27,52,55, but this dependence vanishes when consid-
ering an additional boundary, like that of an excluded
volume solute core, as discussed further below. In gen-
eral, this potential difference can arise from higher order
molecular multipoles as well, depending on the geometry
of the boundary and the polarizability of the model61.
The separation of Bethe and structural components of
the potential within the two-step process for creating a
distant structural boundary can be leveraged to enhance
the efficiency of simulation estimates of ion solvation free
energies. The Bethe droplet approach allows for the de-
termination of the cavity potential without the need for
6explicit physical boundaries as a reference during the sim-
ulation, e.g. by inclusion of a liquid-vapor interface, as
is usually done in most current approaches22,27,33,34,38.
The inclusion of such an interface, along with a solute
in bulk solution, requires large system sizes that become
computationally prohibitive in ab initio simulations.
By using a Bethe boundary to reference the potential
to vacuum, one can simulate a small system consisting
of a solute in bulk and compute ∆vqC. The effects of
distant structural boundaries can be studied separately,
focusing on that interface alone, and incorporated into
the potential estimate in a second step. Note that the
same convention for defining the molecular center must
be used in both steps of this process in order to yield
consistent values for the potential components. This
method of treating distant boundaries can significantly
reduce the system sizes needed and, therefore, the com-
putational cost required to compute ab initio estimates
of ion solvation thermodynamics by avoiding the need
for including an explicit interface in the simulated sys-
tem22,27,34,38. Moreover, this approach readily enables
the study of ion hydration away from liquid-vapor co-
existence through changing the temperature and pressure
(or volume) of the bulk solvent.
IV. BOUNDARY EFFECTS ON THE SOLVATION OF A
GAUSSIAN CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
We now illustrate the major effects of boundary con-
ditions through solvation of Gaussian charge distribu-
tions, for which accurate theoretical and computational
frameworks were previously developed39. In that work,
it was shown that analytical linear response theory ex-
pressions accurately describe the insertion of a Gaussian
charge distribution into a dielectric fluid for reasonably
small magnitudes of the total charge when the width of
the Gaussian is chosen on the scale of typical nearest-
neighbor distances in the fluid. For classical models of
water, widths of l > 3 A˚ and magnitudes Q < 4e0 suffice
for linear response theory to hold.
We proceed by examining how the three types of
boundary conditions modify the free energy of increasing
the magnitude of a Gaussian charge distribution from 0
to Q in a neutral dielectric solvent. Because the response
of the solvent to this charge distribution is linear, there
are no subtleties due to asymmetries with respect to Q
or other non-linear responses that typically plague ana-
lytic treatments for inserting a point charge within an
excluded volume18,23,39,46. Moreover, the absence of an
excluded volume core also enables us to focus entirely on
effects from non-local, distant boundaries, whereas the
presence of a solute core would require additional com-
plexities to separate the effects of local structural rear-
rangements arising from this strong solute-solvent inter-
action.
The simplifications afforded by the use of Gaussian
charges permit an analytic treatment of distant bound-
aries and these same effects will be observed with “real”
ions, with additional local contributions arising from the
presence of (core) boundaries and non-linear and asym-
metric local solvent responses to charging27,38,39.
We first generalize the treatment of Gaussian charge
solvation developed previously39, before explicitly treat-
ing the various boundaries. In the case of linear Gaussian
charging, the solute charge density at a coupling param-
eter λ is given by Eq. 3. The potential arising from this
charge distribution is readily determined using
vQλ (r) =
∫
dr′
ρQλ (r)
|r− r′| = λQ
erf(r/l)
r
. (15)
To determine a linear response approximation to the
exact charging free energy, and its components as given
by Eq. 11, we need to develop an expression for the
change in solvent charge density induced by the charging
process. We follow our previous work39, but consider a
non-zero ρq0(r) for generality. In this case, ρ
q
0(r) accounts
for the nature of preexisting boundaries in the system,
both distant and local. To linear order in the solute po-
tential, the induced solvent response is given by
∆ρˆqλ(k) ≈ −βχˆqq0 (k)vˆQλ (k), (16)
where fˆ indicates the Fourier transform of f and
χqq0 (|r− r′|) is the charge-charge linear response function
of the bulk solvent.
The Gaussian nature of vˆQλ (k) = (4piλQ/k
2)e−(kl)
2/4
cuts off the large k components in the density response,
so that an expansion of the linear response function to
second order in k is valid for sufficiently large l,
χˆqq0 (k) ∼ χˆ(0)qq0 + k2χˆ(2)qq0 . (17)
For a neutral solvent, χˆ
(0)qq
0 = 0 due to electroneutral-
ity63–65. The second moment of the charge-charge lin-
ear response function is related to the dielectric constant
through a generalization of the Stillinger-Lovett moment
conditions63–66, 4piβχˆ
(2)qq
0 = 1 − 1/. Then the induced
solvent charge density response is
∆ρqλ(r) = −λQ
(
1− 1

)
ρG(r). (18)
Although this charging-induced response is independent
of the boundaries, the total charge density is not, ρqλ(r) =
∆ρqλ(r) + ρ
q
0(r). It is this difference in the total charge
density that gives rise to boundary effects on solvation
thermodynamics.
The charging free energy can then be obtained by in-
sertion of Eq. 18 into Eq. 11, which yields
∆Gc(Q) = ∆GcIS(Q) + ∆G
c
PB(Q) (19)
= − Q
2
l
√
2pi
(
1− 1

)
+ ∆GcPB(Q), (20)
where ∆GcPB(Q) depends on the nature of the specific
preexisting boundaries through ρq0(r). Equation 20 shows
7that the contribution to the charging free energy from
changes in solvent structure induced by the charging pro-
cess is general and independent of the system boundaries.
We now examine ∆GcPB(Q) for the three types of bound-
aries described in the previous section.
A. Periodic Boundary Conditions
We previously treated the solvation of Gaussian charge
distributions under PBCs and their infinite size limit
(L→∞)39. Under these conditions, the average solvent
charge density in the absence of a solute is zero every-
where, ρq0(r) = 0. Therefore, ∆G
c(Q) = ∆GcIS(Q) and
∆GcPB(Q) = 0. Thus, if one assumes PBCs with Gaus-
sian charges, the charging free energy is due entirely to
the solvent response and there is no contribution from a
pre-existing charge density arising from nonelectrostatic
boundaries in the system. The resulting free energies are
parabolic and symmetry with respect to Q, as shown in
Fig. 2a. We emphasize that this is true when ρq0(r) = 0.
A solute with a physical excluded volume core will have
ρq0(r) 6= 0 due to the core boundary. Note, however, that
PBCs do not correspond to physical systems, which have
boundaries.
B. Bethe Boundary Conditions
For a Bethe boundary, Poisson’s equation allows us to
write the small k behavior of the charge density as
ρˆq0(k) ∼ −
k2
4pi
vqB. (21)
The charging free energy is obtained by performing the
integration in Eq. 11 to yield
∆Gc(Q) = − Q
2
l
√
2pi
(
1− 1

)
+QvqB. (22)
Therefore, the contribution arising from the boundaries
is non-zero and given by
∆GcPB = Qv
q
B (23)
for Bethe boundaries. Physically, this illustrates that the
mere presence of a boundary with a vacuum, even with-
out any structural response at that boundary, contributes
to the charging free energy.
The inclusion of the Bethe potential in the estimate of
the free energy induces a fundamental asymmetry with
respect to the sign of the ionic charge distribution, which
arises solely from the boundaries and is independent of
the induced structure component of the charge free en-
ergy, ∆GcIS, as shown in Fig. 2a. For a Gaussian charge
distribution in the SPC/E model of water, ∆GcIS(Q) is
symmetric with respect to the sign of Q. The inclusion
of a Bethe or physical boundary results in a charge hy-
dration asymmetry arising solely from boundary contri-
butions. This asymmetry is dependent on the sign of
vqB, which is typically negative for classical point charge
models but positive (and large) for a quantum mechanical
descriptions of water19,21,33,34. However, explicit knowl-
edge of the boundary contributions to the charging free
energy enables the removal of vqB contributions to facili-
tate comparison of the structural response of classical and
quantum models to charging, which have been shown to
be similar for reasonable models of water50.
C. Distant Structural Boundary Conditions
The general formalism for describing structural bound-
aries is completely analogous to that for Bethe bound-
aries. However, the potential difference across such a
boundary is ∆vq = vqB + ∆v
q
D. In this case, the charge
density of the bulk solvent is
ρˆq0(k) ∼ −
k2
4pi
(vqB + ∆v
q
D) (24)
for small k. The solvation free energy of a Gaussian
charge in the presence of a distant structural boundary
is then given by
∆Gc(Q) = − Q
2
l
√
2pi
(
1− 1

)
+Q (vqB + ∆v
q
D) . (25)
The contribution from preexisting, distant structural
boundaries is
∆GcPB = Q (v
q
B + ∆v
q
D) , (26)
which includes a contribution from the interfacial struc-
tural response of the solvent, ∆vqD. This contribution is
decoupled from the charging of the solute and can be es-
timated by studying the isolated physical interface. In-
clusion of ∆vqD into the Gaussian charging free energy
estimates in SPC/E water partially cancels the effect of
vqB, as shown in Fig. 2a.
D. Implications for Ions with Excluded Volume Cores
Typical classical ion models consist of an excluded vol-
ume and a point charge. This state can be reached
from the solvated Gaussian charge distribution by in-
serting an excluded volume and subsequently shrinking
the Gaussian charge, l → 0. Carrying out this pro-
cess affects both components of the charging free en-
ergy. The linear Born theory estimate of ∆GcIS(Q) can
be obtained by making the substitution l → RB
√
2/pi
in Eq. 2039. However, core insertion and shrinking of
the Gaussian charge distribution are generally non-linear
processes that require explicit simulations to accurately
determine ∆GcIS(Q)
27,33,38,39,50.
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FIG. 2. Charging free energies for (a) a Gaussian charge distribution of width l = 4.5 A˚, as predicted by linear response
theory, and (b) a point charge distribution inside a hard sphere solute excluding SPC/E water from a radius of roughly 2.6 A˚,
determined in previous work50. In each case, we show the induced structure component of the charging free energy, ∆GcIS(Q),
as well as the impact of the preexisting boundary conditions discussed here. Note that the hard sphere solute (b) exhibits
both local and distant preexisting boundaries, and the green curve illustrates the effect of local boundaries, ∆GcLPB(Q), on the
charging free energy. Here, we take vqB = −0.86 V, ∆vqD = +0.26 V33, and ∆vqC = −0.46 V.
This excluded volume introduces a local structural
boundary around the point charge33,39,50, which also
modifies the preexisting boundary contribution to the
charging free energy, ∆GcPB(Q). The boundary term in
this case consists of two contributions,
∆GcPB(Q) = ∆G
c
LPB(Q) + ∆G
c
DPB, (27)
where the first term arises from the local preexisting
boundary. The second term is the contribution from
distant preexisting boundaries, discussed in previous sec-
tions, and is unchanged by core insertion and shrinking
the Gaussian charge.
Because the excluded volume core is a structural
boundary, it can be readily evaluated following the dis-
cussion in the previous section,
∆GcLPB(Q) = Q (∆v
q
C − vqB) , (28)
where ∆vqC is the physically relevant cavity interface com-
ponent arising from solvent structure33. Inclusion of
∆GcLPB(Q) shifts the charging free energy in a manner
that further makes anion solvation free energies more fa-
vorable than that of cations, see Figure 2b.
When system boundaries are taken into account, the
Bethe potential contribution cancels between the two
boundaries. For example, when a distant Bethe bound-
ary is present,
∆GcPB(Q) = Q∆v
q
C, (29)
and the presence of a distant structural boundary adds
a contribution of Q∆vqD to this result. Both cases are
shown in Figure 2b, which shows that inclusion of dis-
tant boundaries, both Bethe and physical boundaries,
oppose the usual charge hydration asymmetry in the
case of SPC/E-like water models because both ∆vqC and
(∆vqC + ∆v
q
D) are negative. This is in agreement with re-
cent results from Cox and Geissler, who computed ionic
charging free energies in systems with and without an ex-
plicit water-vapor interface, and showed that proper in-
clusion of the boundary potentials, as well as important
system size and geometry-dependent dielectric response
corrections, bring the two sets of free energies into agree-
ment57.
The cancellation of the Bethe potential across the two
boundaries naturally arises within our structural per-
spective. In Fig. 1e, we show the electrostatic poten-
tial obtained for a system with an excluded volume fixed
at the origin and a Bethe boundary far away. As one
moves from the vacuum toward the origin, the potential
drops at the Bethe boundary by vqB and remains con-
stant throughout the bulk. As the excluded volume is
approached, oscillations appear in vq(r) due to structural
ordering around the solute, before a sharp transition at
the solute surface to a new constant value inside the core.
The resulting electrostatic potential inside the excluded
volume core is ∆vqC. Because there is a distant Bethe
boundary present, the cavity interface component, ∆vqC,
is appropriately referenced to vacuum and independent
of vqB. This leads to similar physically meaningful results
for both classical and quantum models, despite the large
differences in their respective Bethe potentials33.
For the solvation of neutral ion clusters, any contri-
bution to the free energy from distant structural bound-
aries, e.g. Q∆vqD, cancels among the ions, because it is in-
dependent of their molecular structure. In contrast, ∆vqC
depends on the size and shape of the ion core. There-
fore, its contribution to the total solvation free energy
9of neutral ion combinations only vanishes in the ideal-
ized situation where all ion cores are identical and gener-
ally contributes to experimentally measured ion solvation
thermodynamics.
To summarize, for model ions with their charge lo-
calized within excluded volume cores, vqB does not con-
tribute to the electrostatic potential inside the solute core
when system boundaries are accounted for, such that the
electrostatic potential has been appropriately referenced
to the vacuum. Consequently, the solvation free energy
of a single ion of this type is independent of the bulk
electrostatic (Bethe) potential. In contrast, the Bethe
potential does contribute to solvation thermodynamics
in the absence of a solute core.
V. SMEARED SHELL MODELS
To further clarify the role of the Bethe potential (or
lack thereof) in solvation thermodynamics, we introduce
and study extensions of the smeared shell (SS) models
introduced in our previous work33. These models fur-
ther illustrate the above points regarding electrostatic
potentials and solvation thermodynamics on a physical
basis that we hope will clarify additional subtleties. We
use these models to show that one can systematically al-
ter the Bethe potential without changing intermolecular
forces, and, consequently, solvation thermodynamics in
most relevant cases.
Consider a three-site classical point charge SPC/E-like
model of water67, as shown in Fig. 3b. This model con-
sists of a central oxygen site, at which a LJ potential and
a point charge of magnitude −q are located. In addi-
tion, there are two hydrogen point charges of magnitude
qH = q/2 located a fixed distance rOH from the center of
the molecule, at a fixed H-O-H angle of θ.
These fixed point charge models give rise to H-
bonding through frustrated charge pairing68, wherein
point charges of opposite sign, located well within their
respective repulsive molecular cores, are strongly at-
tracted to each other when neighboring molecules have
the proper orientation. However, this strong charge pair-
ing attraction is opposed by the harshly repulsive forces
arising from overlap of the molecular LJ cores, which
frustrates the charge pairing at typical inter-water dis-
tances, resulting in an accurate yet simple model of H-
bonding. From this simple point charge model, we can
construct two SS models.
The first SS model we consider is obtained by smearing
the oxygen point charge onto the surface of a sphere of
radius rOH, overlapping with the hydrogen point charges,
resulting in the smeared shell SPC/E (SS-SPC/E) model
shown in Fig. 3a. Because the intramolecular charge dis-
tribution is well within the repulsive core, the intermolec-
ular energies and forces are unchanged by this smearing,
as follows from Gauss’s law, and consequently the liq-
uid structure is unchanged. The frustrated charge pair-
ing picture of H-bonding persists after smearing in this
fashion. Therefore, the work required to charge a so-
lute, with the charge distribution localized within an ex-
cluded volume, is the same as that of the original SPC/E
model, and ∆GcIS(Q) is unchanged upon smearing. How-
ever, smearing the charge distribution in this manner re-
sults in vqB = 0, removing the bulk component of the
pre-existing boundary contribution to the free energy33,
∆GcPB(Q). This suggests that v
q
B cannot contribute to
physical ion solvation thermodynamics. In contrast, ∆vqD
is unchanged upon smearing and contributes to single
ion solvation thermodynamics when a distant structural
boundary is present.
We also consider a SS model resulting from an analo-
gous smearing of the hydrogen point charges, resulting in
a model with a spherical shell of positive charge of radius
rOH and a negative point charge at its center, resulting
in the smeared shell Lennard-Jones (SS-LJ) model shown
in Fig. 3c. The resulting spherical charge distribution
is well inside the repulsive LJ core. This smearing has
removed the strong interactions involving localized hy-
drogen point charges, which compete with the harsh LJ
repulsive core to create the frustrated charge pairing pic-
ture of H-bonding in the full SPC/E water model. There-
fore, intermolecular interactions in a liquid composed of
this model are due to the LJ potential alone, and the re-
sulting structure is identical to that of a simple LJ fluid.
In the presence of a structural boundary, ∆vqD is non-
trivially modified because of the change in the solvent
structural response. In contrast, the Bethe potential, vqB,
remains unchanged and is equal to that of the full SPC/E
water model. This model solvent does not respond to
charging a solute whose charge distribution is inside an
excluded volume, such that ∆GcIS(Q) = 0. Therefore,
there is no work performed (or required) throughout the
solute charging process with this model.
A. Generalized Bulk Model
We now generalize the SS-LJ model of Fig. 3c, and con-
sider a system of such molecules, which each consist of
a single, large LJ core. Each LJ core has a point charge
of magnitude −q < 0 placed at its center, and a neu-
tralizing charge of opposite sign is smeared over a con-
centric spherical shell of radius RS, which is significantly
smaller than σLJ/2. As discussed above, the forces ex-
erted between molecules are such that the internal charge
distributions never overlap in any relevant configuration
of the system. We additionally consider the presence of
distant wall potentials, which define the system volume
V , outside of which there are no molecules.
By definition the charge densities never overlap, so we
can readily write down the electrostatic potential at any
point in configuration space,
vq(r) =
q
RS
− q|r− ri| , for r inside shell of molecule i
(30)
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SS-SPC/E SS-LJ
-q
q/2 q/2
FIG. 3. (a) The smeared shell variant of the SPC/E water model (SS-SPC/E) is obtained from (b) the original SPC/E model
by smearing the oxygen charge (red) onto a spherical shell of radius rOH = 1 A˚ (red in a). Analogously, (c) the SS-LJ model
is obtained by smearing the hydrogen site charges (gray) into a spherical shell of radius rOH (gray in c). Black dashed circles
indicate the LJ length scale of σ = 3.166 A˚ for the SPC/E water model.
and vq(r) = 0 otherwise, where ri is the position of
molecule i. The constant q/RS ensures that the poten-
tial is continuous across the shell boundary. We can then
use vq(r) to evaluate the ensemble averaged charge den-
sities and electrostatic potentials exactly for this SS-LJ
system.
B. Simplified Description of Slab-like Perturbations
We now consider perturbing this model system by a
hard wall located at z = 0 and oriented perpendicular to
the z-axis. For simplicity, we assume that the nonuni-
form number density near the hard wall is ρLJ(z) = 0 for
z < 0 and ρLJ(z) = ρB for z > 0, i.e. the density is a
step function centered at z = 0. Under most conditions,
the hard wall will induce a non-trivial, layered structure
at the interface, and ρLJ(z) introduced here is a simple
approximation to the more complex transition from zero
to bulk density as one moves from inside the wall into
the bulk liquid. However, one could also consider apply-
ing an additional one-body potential to the system that
yields the step-function density profile of interest in a
more physical manner. Such a boundary is equivalent to
a Bethe boundary in this system.
The nonuniform charge density can be readily evalu-
ated according to
ρq(z) =
∫
dsρLJ(zs + z)
[
q
δ(s−RS)
4piR2S
− qδ(s)
]
, (31)
where zs is the z-component of s. Performing the inte-
gration for the above form of ρLJ(z) yields
ρq(z) =
{
sgn(z) qρB2
[
|z|
Rs
− 1
]
, −Rs ≤ z ≤ Rs
0, otherwise
(32)
This charge density is shown in Figure 4a for several val-
ues of RS, which illustrate that the deviation in the aver-
age charge density from zero is localized to the interface.
Equation 32 serves to illustrate that even in this simple
model system there is a nonzero charge density induced
at an idealized hard wall boundary. The electrostatic
potential can also be evaluated by integrating the charge
density. This yields
vq(z) =
 0, z < −RSf(z)vqB, −RS < z < RSvqB, z > RS (33)
where
f(z) =
[
−
(
z
RS
)3
+
3
2
(
z
RS
)
+
1
2
]
, (34)
which is consistent with the Bethe boundary nature of
the system and shown in Fig. 4b. As with the charge
density, variations in vq(z) are localized to the interfacial
region.
In this case, the electrostatic potential difference be-
tween the vacuum and the bulk is equal to the Bethe
potential,
vqB = −
2
3
piqρBR
2
S. (35)
This potential can be readily tuned through the choice of
RS, as shown in Fig. 4c. This tuning of the Bethe poten-
tial through RS has no impact on the LJ intermolecular
structure of the system, as long as RS < σLJ/2.
C. Ion Solvation in the SS-LJ Model
We now consider inserting a model ion into this bulk
solution, far from the confining wall. The model ion is
composed of a LJ core with a point charge of magnitude
Q located at its center, such that the charge distribu-
tion of the ion and the solvent do not overlap, and for
simplicity, we take the limit that the ion-solvent LJ po-
tential is equivalent to the solvent-solvent LJ potential.
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FIG. 4. (a) Charge density, ρq(z), (b) electrostatic potential, vq(z), and (c) Bethe potential, vqB, for the Lennard-Jones
smeared shell model, assuming a step-function form for the nonuniform density in the presence of a hard wall located at z = 0,
which excludes density from the region z < 0. Data points in (c) correspond to vqB for the values of RS shown in (a) and (b).
In this case, the solvent does not polarize in response to
the ion, and the ion-solvent g(r) must equal that of the
solvent-solvent g(r). Insertion of the ion is then equiva-
lent to inserting another solvent molecule. The solvation
free energy of the ion is given by the chemical potential,
µ, of the LJ solvent, ∆G = µ58,69,70. Note that µ does
not involve the Bethe potential, vqB.
The independence of ∆G with respect to vqB can be
understood by noting that the system now has two sets
of boundaries: (i) the hard wall, across which there is a
potential change vqB, and (ii) the ion core, across which
the solvent electrostatic potential changes by −vqB. Simi-
larly, “real” hydration free energies of single ions, compu-
tationally estimated through appropriate reference of the
electrostatic potential to the vacuum, do not depend on
vqB, the constant electrostatic potential of the bulk phase.
Without appropriate reference to the vacuum, achieved
here through the presence of the hard wall, one would
arrive at an ionic solvation free energy of ∆G = µ −
QvqB. In this case, the free energy unphysically depends
on intramolecular charge densities that have no impact
on intermolecular forces and therefore the work required
to solvate the ion.
This situation is demonstrated by the calculations of
Harder and Roux on ion solvation in a rigid model of
liquid methane20. Such a model is spherically symmetric
on average and excludes charge overlap between the in-
tramolecular distribution of the solvent and that of the
ion, analogous to the SS-LJ model studied here. Thus,
the free energy required to charge an ionic core in this
model of methane should depend only on the magnitude
of the ion charge, e.g. it is symmetric with respect to
Q. However, Harder and Roux demonstrate that when
using PBCs, without an appropriate boundary reference,
the difference is charging free energy between a cation
and anion of the same is about 10 kcal/mol, while ap-
propriate referencing to the vacuum yields the expected
difference of zero; for such a methane model, physical
and Bethe boundaries are identical because there is not
a dipole contribution.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have illustrated the effects of system
boundaries on the solvation free energies of charged par-
ticles in dielectric media. Appropriately referencing the
electrostatic potential inside the condensed phase to that
in vacuum is of the utmost importance for the correct
interpretation and calculation of solvation free energies.
For the solvation of a single charged particle without an
excluded volume core, and in a system of finite size, the
potential of the bulk phase contributes to the solvation
free energy, through a term that is linear in the charge
of the particle. Such charge distributions probe the in-
tramolecular charge distributions of solvent molecules,
and this charge overlap leads to this bulk, Bethe potential
contribution to thermodynamics. Charge distributions
that are not confined within an excluded volume are used
to experimentally probe bulk potentials through electron
holography, for example, by passing high energy electrons
through samples of interest71–73. These measurements
yield average bulk phase potentials of 3-3.5 eV74, consis-
tent with predictions from ab initio simulations34.
When a solute excluded volume core is present in a
finite size system, the presence of two boundaries, where
one boundary defines the system size and the other the
core region, ensures that the potential of the bulk phase
does not contribute to solvation thermodynamics. The
contribution from the Bethe potential, vqB, cancels upon
traversing both boundaries.
The solvation free energy of physical ions involves
structural rearrangements of the bulk solvent that oc-
cur both at core boundaries near the solute and at
distant system boundaries. Consequently, electrostatic
potentials inferred from electrochemical measurements,
roughly 0.1 eV or less, are significantly smaller than those
reported from electron holography. Moreover, because
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the solute charge distribution cannot overlap with that of
the solvent, single ion solvation free energies are indepen-
dent of the intramolecular charge distribution of solvent
molecules, such that classical and quantum simulations
yield similar predictions.
Finally, we note that our work may aid in interpreting
assumptions made during the experimental determina-
tion of single ion solvation free energies. In practice, one
cannot directly measure a single ion solvation free en-
ergy, but only that of a neutral collection of ions. To
decompose this free energy into single ion components,
so-called “extra-thermodynamic” assumptions must be
made37. These hopefully physically reasonable assump-
tions enable the appropriate referencing of solvation free
energies to a standard, and consequently the determina-
tion of solvation free energies of singles ions. For instance,
an often used extrathermodynamic assumption is the
tetra-phenyl arsonium and tetra-phenyl borate (TATB)
hypothesis29,30,37. Within this framework, one can mea-
sure the combined solvation free energy of a large cation,
TA, and a large anion, TB, which have approximately the
same size. It is also assumed that each ion contributes
equally to the total solvation free energy, which can then
be split equally between TA and TB.
Our results indicate that the TATB assumption is in-
valid, in agreement with the conclusions of recent sim-
ulation29,30 and experimental76 work, and suggest alter-
native routes for determining appropriate references for
experimental measurements. For two spherical ions of
equal size — an approximation of TA and TB — the to-
tal solvation free energy does not involve boundary terms
and is given by
∆G+− ≡ ∆G(Q) + ∆G(−Q) (36)
= ∆GcIS(Q) + ∆G
c
IS(−Q) (37)
< 2∆GcIS(Q). (38)
The inequality arises from the charge hydration asym-
metry of ionic solvation, ∆GcIS(Q) > ∆G
c
IS(−Q); note
that both quantities are negative29,30,37,39,46,75,76. Thus,
the solvation free energies cannot be equally divided be-
tween the two ions, due to this thermodynamic asymme-
try, ultimately stemming from the asymmetry of the wa-
ter molecule. However, ∆GcIS(Q) can be computed with
little ambiguity from molecular simulations, suggesting
that accurate first principles simulations38,77,78 may pro-
vide accurate estimates for the TA and TB solvation free
energies, which can then be used to reference experimen-
tal measurements.
We also note that single ion free energies will necessar-
ily involve boundary terms, which cancel when summing
to obtain a neutral solution. The difference in the single
ion solvation free energies of a cation and anion of equal
size is given by
∆∆G(Q) ≡ ∆G(Q)−∆G(−Q) (39)
= ∆GcIS(Q)−∆GcIS(−Q) + 2Q [∆vqC + ∆vqD] ,
(40)
and is independent of the Bethe potential, as expected
from our discussions above. The terms due to physical
boundaries will formally contribute to the difference in
single ion solvation free energies between cations and an-
ions of equal size, but these boundary terms cannot be
determined from the measurement of solvation free ener-
gies of neutral collections of ions and alternative methods
must be used to determine their value.
We hope that these observations will aid in developing
more accurate extra-thermodynamic assumptions, possi-
bly incorporating first principles simulation data, as well
as the development of thermodynamically-informed ion
force fields for use in molecular simulations9.
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